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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Effectively utilizing groups in delay tolerant networks (DTNs)
can both improve the throughput of unicast routing protocols and open the door for a wide range of paradigms, such
as anycast and multicast. Unfortunately, in DTN environments, there is no centralized entity that can quickly and
reliably transmit group membership lists, and hence group
information must be disseminated through unreliable and
potentially malicious nodes. In this paper, we propose a
local and robust group information dissemination and consolidation protocol, called MembersOnly, that both quickly
and accurately transmits group membership information to
all nodes in the network, even if multiple malicious nodes
attempt to disrupt the process. We show via analysis and
simulations that MembersOnly is able to withstand multiple
types of attacks, with only very limited periods of vulnerability that disappear relatively quickly. This is in contrast
to current techniques that cannot withstand many of these
attacks, resulting in quick and thorough corruption of group
membership lists. In addition, we show via simulation that
even the most basic routing protocols can gain a performance advantage when using MembersOnly.

Groups are naturally found in many environments. Such
grouping is especially common in delay and disruption tolerant networks (DTNs), where much of the communication
and mobility is based on human interaction [1, 13]. In these
environments, the composition of groups may be based on
many different abstractions, including roles (i.e., firefighters
or police officers [8]), social networks (i.e., friends communicating using wireless mobile devices [1]), or geographical
closeness (i.e., coworkers who meet every day for meetings).
Knowledge of groups can greatly enhance many aspects of
communication in DTNs, including unicast [4], anycast and
multicast routing, information access control, and privacy.
In particular, it has been shown that contacting a node’s
group or affiliation is an effective and efficient first step towards contacting the node itself [4]. However, due to the
intermittently connected nature of DTNs, maintaining and
disseminating such group information is challenging, especially in the presence of malicious attackers.
The enhancement of DTN communication through the use
of group information requires that nodes throughout the
network be aware of the membership lists for all groups.
While such group membership management is not difficult in
connected environments, heavy partitioning and the lack of
readily available end-to-end paths in DTNs break centralized
membership services, just like they break traditional routing [6, 14, 9]. Instead, group information must be disseminated through the network using DTN-specific mechanisms
that leverage contacts between nodes that meet. Unfortunately, the reliance on contact-based dissemination and the
presence of malicious or faulty nodes may result in inaccurate knowledge of group membership. While cryptographic
techniques (i.e., PKI [7]) could provide proof of group membership, such techniques are not currently feasible in the
intermittently connected environment of DTNs due to the
lack of availability of a trust anchor. The main challenge
then lies in ensuring accuracy of disseminated group membership lists.
Group membership management in DTNs can be broken
into four components: group creation, group information
propagation, group information consolidation, and groupassisted routing. During group creation, members of a group
learn about their membership in the group. At this point,
nodes outside of the group are not aware of the group’s
membership, or perhaps even of the group itself. Once
the group has been formed, group members propagate the
group’s membership list throughout the network. Simultaneously, faulty and malicious nodes may be propagating
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inaccurate membership lists. Non-member nodes collect and
consolidate all group membership lists as they receive them,
locally resolving any conflicting information about a group’s
membership list. Finally, the resolved group membership
list can be used to support routing and other services in
the DTN. While there exists some work on group creation
and group routing, current approaches ignore propagation
and consolidation issues and do not consider the presence of
malicious nodes tampering with group information.
Current approaches to disseminating group membership
information in DTNs epidemically [16] propagate the information and, working under the assumption of a completely
trustworthy environment, do not have any mechanism to
handle conflicting information [3, 4]. Instead of resolving
any conflicting information, these approaches typically default to selecting the newest information as truth. Unfortunately, this simplistic approach is inappropriate in many
DTN environments, especially in the presence of malicious
nodes. Essentially, such approaches form inaccurate group
membership information, and so, result in ineffective routing. We show that these approaches actually break down in
the presence of even a small number of malicious nodes. The
main problem with these approaches stems from the lack of
quick and robust propagation and consolidation.
The main contribution of our work comes from the design, analysis and evaluation of MembersOnly, our group
membership management protocol for DTNs that enables
accurate group membership dissemination, even in the presence of multiple malicious nodes, through effective distribution and consolidation of group membership lists. The main
strength of MembersOnly comes from the lack of reliance on
any type of cryptographic techniques, making it an appropriate system for networks where groups are quickly created
and destroyed and where centralized authorities do not exist. Given a set of partially conflicting membership lists,
MembersOnly builds off of techniques from data mining to
establish a local view of group membership. Compared to
current methods, MembersOnly provides more accurate local views during convergence and quickly converges to very
accurate views. Given that the maintenance of group membership lists is susceptible to various types of attacks on the
consistency of a group’s membership list, we show both analytically and through simulations that MembersOnly provides accurate results, despite the presence of moderate levels of malicious nodes. Finally, we demonstrate the impact of
accurate group membership information through the evaluation of a simple group-based routing protocol, showing that
MembersOnly can improve routing performance.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of groups in DTNs including
related work in the area. Section 3 presents MembersOnly
in-depth, along with the relevant mathematical intuition behind it. Section 4 provides a mathematical analysis of MembersOnly under multiple types of attacks, and give insights
into how parameters should be tuned. Section 5 presents
a comprehensive evaluation that compares MembersOnly to
other currently popular protocols in both friendly and malicious environments, as well as explores its parameter space.
Section 6 explores how MembersOnly, as opposed to currently popular but vulnerable systems, improves the routing performance of even the most basic routing protocols.
Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2. GROUPS IN DTNS
Group-based communication is an important paradigm for
DTNs. To understand how to enable and manage groups,
we break down the problem into four components: group
creation, group information propagation, group information
consolidation, and group-assisted routing.

2.1 Group Creation
The goal of group creation is to form groups and allow all
nodes of the group to know they are a part of it. Furthermore, group creation also informs group members of other
nodes that are part of their group. In a DTN, groups can
be formed based on some common feature of the individual
nodes, including geography, node roles, and social affiliations. In some cases, groups can be created in advance; in
other cases, they can be rather spontaneous.
The specific algorithms used for group creation depend on
the type of group. For example, geographic groups can be
created using centralized algorithms for community detection [12] or distributed versions of centralized algorithms [4].
In geographic groups, group centrality is important, and approaches such as weighted network analysis [11] can be implemented in a distributed fashion [4]. On the other hand,
some dynamic groups rely on physical contact and verbal
agreement, and so group creation is mostly out-of-band.
Although group creation is a interesting problem, in this
paper, we focus primarily on role-based or geographic-based
groups where nodes initially know which groups they are in
and group membership does not change. However, our algorithms do support dynamic groups where members might
not initially know all other members of the group and where
group membership changes over time. As a first step towards understanding how to support dynamic groups, we
evaluate our algorithms during convergence, which gives us
insight into how these algorithms behave in the face of dynamic groups.

2.2 Group Information Propagation
Once nodes know which groups they are in and who else
is in these groups, they can start to propagate group membership information throughout the network. Such propagation enables nodes outside of a group to gather information
about the membership list of that group. Propagation is
a key component of group membership management, since
the consolidation algorithms discussed next calculate their
membership lists based on the information collected during
propagation. There are two types of information that can
be transmitted: group names for groups a node is a member
of, and entire group membership lists. Effective propagation faces two challenges: convergence speed and malicious
nodes.
The quickest way to propagate group membership information is for all nodes to epidemically disseminate all group
information they are aware of. While optimal in terms
of propagation speed, it is extremely vulnerable to attacks
since malicious nodes can spread unrestricted amounts of information about any group. In doing so, they can convince
non-malicious nodes to send false information, even if they
are not part of the group itself, making consolidation too
difficult. On the other hand, nodes could be more conservative and only disseminate a list of the groups to which they
belong [3, 4]. Unfortunately, these approaches are very slow
at propagating information.

To balance speed and security, we propose to limit nodes
to only sending information about groups that they are members of. This limits the spread of false information while
keeping propagation speed fast, providing a good basis for
our consolidation protocol to achieve a high level of protection against malicious nodes.

2.3 Group Information Consolidation
Since group membership is propagated through the network, nodes collect multiple, potentially conflicting, pieces
of information about each group. The nodes must consolidate this information into a single local view of each group’s
membership list. This local view can then be utilized by
the routing protocol for use with routing decisions. In DTN
environments, there is very little applicable work on consolidating conflicting information. Therefore, we turn to the
field of data mining and analysis. The TruthFinder system [18] solves a similar problem by first obtaining a set
of “facts” about “objects” from multiple online servers, and
then attempting to consolidate these potentially conflicting
facts to determine the truth about the object.
Unfortunately, TruthFinder cannot be easily adapted to
fit a DTN environment. It assumes that all of the servers, or
fact providers, are always available and can be readily contacted, and hence gathers all facts before running the consolidation step; an impossible assumption in DTNs. Even
if TruthFinder could be adapted to work in a disconnected
environment, the algorithms in TruthFinder are designed to
never omit any information from the final result, and hence
result in a relatively high false positive rate. While acceptable for TruthFinder’s purposes, a malicious node should
not be able to easily append itself to a membership list.
To support group information consolidation in DTN environments, we present an on-line algorithm that collects
group membership information from each node it meets and
consolidates it on-the-fly without requiring contact with any
centralized server. Our algorithm continually refines its decisions as more information becomes available, quickly converging to very accurate decisions about group membership.
The combination of this algorithm with our membershipbased propagation approach enables successful defense against
many types of attacks, even in the presence of a large number of malicious nodes.

2.4 Group-Assisted Routing
Accurate group membership information can be used for
many services, but the most obvious is group-assisted routing. For example, BubbleRap [4] utilizes group membership
information to improve standard unicast routing. In essence,
BubbleRap attempts to transmit a message to nodes that are
part of the message destination’s group, assuming that members of the same group have a high probability of contacting
one another. Group information can also be used as a foundation for building anycast routing systems, where the goal
is to reach at least one member of a particular group [2]. In
the presences of faults and malicious users, the accuracy of
the group membership information can have a large impact
on the performance of any routing protocol.
Although we do not focus on routing protocols in this
paper, we evaluate the effect of the accuracy of group membership information on a simple anycast routing protocol,
which can be used as a building block for more advanced
protocols. Essentially, more accurate membership informa-

tion, even during convergence, significantly improves even
a simple anycast routing protocol. As part of our future
research, we are investigating the use of group membership
information in unicast, multicast and anycast routing protocols, as well as other group-based services.

3. MEMBERSONLY
The ability to quickly and accurately distribute group information opens up the door for many group-based services.
In DTN environments, both unreliable links and malicious
nodes make this a challenging problem. In this section, we
present MembersOnly, a local and robust group propagation
and consolidation protocol that provides accurate views of
groups even in the presence of malicious nodes.

3.1 Membership Dissemination
Effective propagation of membership information requires
quick distribution while using mechanisms that support high
integrity of group membership information. To achieve this
goal, MembersOnly takes a membership-based approach:
nodes propagate group membership lists only for groups of
which they are members. In other words, a set of membership lists, one for each group a node is a member of,
is transmitted to every contact that node makes. This approach has two major benefits. First, it provides enough
information for quick propagation, as opposed to transmitting only a list of groups the node is a member of. Second,
it does not transmit everything (namely, information about
groups the node is not a part of), hindering attackers’ abilities to quickly spread false information. In other words,
information transmission is not transitive.
Duplication is expected in DTNs, and hence nodes may
receive multiple membership lists from the same node. Since
membership lists are constantly evolving, the newest list
should be used. Furthermore, if a membership list is not
replaced with a newer one from the same node for some
time, it is possible to assign a weighting factor to account
for aging, which we will consider in future work.

3.2 Consolidation of Membership Lists
While MembersOnly enables fast propagation of membership lists, its true power lies in its ability to filter out malicious information. At any given time, a node has a set
of, potentially old, membership lists for some or all groups
in the network. MembersOnly leverages the availability of
these multiple lists to build confidence levels for each potential member of a group, enabling well-informed consolidation
that filters suggestions from malicious nodes. The goal of the
consolidation component is to locally create a single highconfidence membership list for each group in the network.
This high-confidence list contains members that the node
believes are really part of the group. There can be at most
n · g membership lists stored at a node, where n is the number of nodes in the network and g is the number of groups.
We note that storage space for group members should not
be a major concern for the vast majority of modern mobile
devices, particular those that are capable of storing videos,
music, and pictures.
During consolidation, MembersOnly looks at all recommendations about membership for each potential member of
a group and computes a confidence score about that member. This score is based on positive evidence extracted from
all membership lists that claim that the node is part of the

group and negative evidence extracted from all membership
lists that do not have that node listed as part of the group.
To reconcile these differences of opinion, MembersOnly calculates a function of the difference between the strength of
the positive evidence and the strength of the negative evidence. If the result from this function is greater than a
threshold, the node is placed on the high-confidence list for
that group. Since malicious nodes may wrongfully inflate
both the positive and the negative evidence, this function
must be designed to filter out malicious evidence.
The MembersOnly consolidation component achieves highconfidence membership lists as follows. Each node n collects
a set of membership lists, L, about a group G. Each entry on
a membership list looks like “node m is a member of group
G”. Node n then computes a list, H, that contains, from
n’s point of view, all high confidence members of group G.
To determine the confidence of a node m’s membership in
G, MembersOnly creates two subsets of L, Lm (lists containing m) and Lm̄ (lists not containing m). Xm = |Lm |,
the total number of lists m is found on, provides the positive evidence for believing that m is a member of G and
Xm̄ = |Lm̄ |, the total number of lists m is not found on,
represents the negative evidence.
Node n can now combine this positive and negative evidence to determine a confidence value about m’s membership in G. Intuitively, the confidence can be captured by
the difference between functions of the positive and negative evidence. To capture this, we build off of techniques
used in data mining [18], where confidence should start low
and quickly rise only after enough supporting evidence is
obtained. This resulting S-shaped curve can be generalized
by the popular Sigmoid Function [17] defined as
1
.
1 + e−X
Applying the Sigmoid function, the strength of the positive
and negative evidence for a node m is computed, respectively, as:
Y =

1
1
and
.
1 + e−(Xm −α)
1 + e−(τ ·Xm̄ −α)
To support flexibility in our model, we have added the
parameter α to generalize the standard Sigmoid function.
Changing α shifts the function along the x-axis, such that
Y = 0.5 when X = α. Furthermore, we add a weighted
factor, τ , to the negative evidence. The effect of these parameters on the resulting confidence levels are described in
detail shortly.
The total confidence about a node m’s membership in
group G can be found by taking the difference between the
positive and negative evidence. Since it is unclear what negative confidence means, we ensure that the confidence does
not fall below 0.


1
1
C(m) = max
−
,
0
1 + e−(Xm −α)
1 + e−(τ ·Xm̄ −α)
C(m) gives an indication of how confident node n should
be in node m’s membership. After node n computes this
value for all possible members of a group, it selects the highconfident nodes to be part of the consolidated list H:
H = {m|C(m) ≥ γ},
where γ is a system defined parameter that determines an
accuracy threshold for the system. Essentially, if the differ-

ence between the strength of the positive evidence and the
strength of the negative evidence is greater than the threshold γ, the membership in question is accepted. This process
is repeated for all groups the node is aware of, and results
in a consolidated list H for each group. The final set of H
values can then be passed to the routing protocol.
Note that the parameter τ ∈ [0, 1] is used as a weighting
factor for negative evidence, and the larger it is, the less
negative evidence is needed to doubt an entry. In Section 4,
we show how τ should be set to counter various attacks.
Another important parameter is α. The smaller α is, the
faster the propagation speed is when there are no attackers
in the network, because a smaller amount of positive evidence is needed to reach γ. However, as α gets smaller, it
has a negative impact on the appropriate setting of τ , which
is detrimental to the system in regards to attacks. The discussion of these parameters is continued in Section 4.

4. MODEL ANALYSIS WITH ATTACKERS
The primary goal of MembersOnly is to provide quick and
accurate group information to all nodes in the network, even
in the presence of multiple malicious nodes. In this section,
we present two high level classes of attacks and show, via
mathematical analysis, how MembersOnly can be configured
to defend against them.

4.1 Potential Attacks
We now briefly describe two generic attacks, an addition
attack and a deletion attack, that give good insight into how
attackers can affect and exploit different systems. We assume malicious nodes have similar abilities to normal nodes,
in that they can send and receive any information they want
during a contact.
The goal of the addition attack is to convince as many
nodes as possible that the attacking node is part of some or
all groups in the network. Therefore, attackers must convince normal nodes that they are valid entries on the local
membership lists for those groups. If successful, attackers
will be members of many groups and will be considered good
intermediate nodes for routing to those groups. This positions the attackers to launch powerful black hole attacks, or
other more sophisticated attacks. To demonstrate the effect of this attack, in Section 5, we instantiate a version of
the addition attack where each attacker appends itself to all
membership lists, and transmits this new information during
contacts.
The goal of the deletion attack is to convince as many
nodes as possible that valid members of a group are in fact
not members. Attackers must therefore provide enough negative evidence about a node to cast doubt about it’s membership in a group. Deleting members from membership
lists can severely hinder routing performance. Essentially,
a denial-of-service attack is launched, since nodes hold data
until they meet a member of a particular group. To demonstrate the effect of this attack, in Section 5, we instantiate
a “worst-case” version of the deletion attack where attackers
simply broadcast membership lists containing only themselves for all groups they are currently aware of. This essentially attempts to delete all true nodes from the group.

4.2 Model Analysis with Attackers
Given that malicious nodes have the ability to perform
both addition and deletion attacks, we now perform an anal-

ysis of our model to determine how best to defend against
these attacks. Recall that if
1
1
−
≥ γ,
1 + e−(Xm −α)
1 + e−(τ ·Xm̄ −α)
then node n is confident to add m to the high confidence list
H for group G. Also recall that if malicious nodes perform
a deletion attack, their goal is to inflate the negative evidence against m enough to drop the confidence value below
γ. Hence, to protect against this attack, τ , the negative evidence weighting factor, should be decreased. This gives less
weight to the false negative evidence the attackers are providing. In contrast, if malicious nodes perform an addition
attack, their goal is to inflate the positive evidence for their
own false information, to bring the confidence value above
γ. To protect against this, τ should be increased, so true
group members can provide the necessary negative evidence
against the false positive evidence.
If a system only wishes to defend against deletion attacks,
τ should be 0. Similarly, if a system only wishes to defend
against addition attacks, τ should be 1. However, it is possible to set τ to defend against both addition and deletion
attacks simultaneously by keeping it within a valid range.
Larger ranges of τ are best, since this gives more flexibility in
the actual choice for τ for a given system. To find the outer
limits of this range, we analyze the steady state case, when
every node has met every other node, to ensure that both
types of attacks are, in the long run, completely defeated.
We assume, for simplicity, that attackers cannot convince actual group members of changes in their own groups. While
in practice this may not be true, particularly if nodes can
join and leave groups without informing all group members
of the action, it provides a good approximation.
In the MembersOnly group information propagation component, the only way a node can obtain information about a
group is to meet a member of that group (or, at least a node
that claims to be a member of that group). Given M , the
total number of true members of a particular group, and A,
the total number of attackers in the network attacking that
group, the total amount of possible evidence for or against
a node’s membership is M + A.
For a deletion attack in the long run, nodes outside of the
group obtain A recommendations against and M recommendations for the node in question. To protect against this
attack, the confidence value computed by the non-member
node should be greater than γ. In other words,
1
1 + e−(M −α)

−

1
1 + e−(τ ·A−α)

≥ γ.

Solving for τ , we find that to protect against the deletion
attack,



−(γ + eα−M + γ · eα−M )
1
· α − ln
.
τ ≤
A
γ + γ · eα−M − 1
Now consider attackers launching an addition attack against
a particular group, where the goal is to get non-members to
believe that the malicious nodes are actually part of the
group. In the long run, the nodes outside of the group will
have A recommendations for the entries and M recommendations against them. This is analogous to the previous
inequality, and hence to protect against the addition attack,



1
−(γ + eα−A + γ · eα−A )
τ ≥
· α − ln
.
M
γ + γ · eα−A − 1

It is immediately clear that if the number of attackers is
greater than the number of nodes in the group, MembersOnly cannot defend against both types of attacks simultaneously. In this case, the user would have to choose which
attack they were most concerned about, and adjust τ accordingly.
To clarify, consider the following example, which we also
use for our evaluations. Assume a group of size of M = 45
and γ = 0.75.

Figure 1: Valid ranges for τ
When choosing τ , it is important to choose a value that
is within the valid range for the maximum expected number
of malicious nodes in the network, to ensure that the system
is within the valid τ range at all times. Figure 1 shows the
valid ranges of τ as the number of attackers varies from 10
to 45. This figure shows that MembersOnly is able to defend
against both addition and deletion attacks at the same time,
as long as the number of attackers is less than the group size
of the group in question. However, as the number of malicious nodes increases, the valid range of τ shrinks. It is also
interesting to note that as α decreases, the ranges become
smaller, which is undesirable. However, as α decreases, the
propagation speed increases, which is desirable. We recommend setting α to be around the square root of the group
size, since this allows for both quick propagation speeds and
large ranges of τ . This model currently requires a weak estimate of the group size as well as an upper bound on the
number of attackers in the network. While obtaining weak
estimates like this is often not too difficult in practice, we
are currently looking at ways to alleviate this requirement.

5. EVALUATION
The goal of our evaluation is two-fold. First, we evaluate the propagation speed and attack resistance of MembersOnly in comparison to existing approaches and show that
MembersOnly enables fast propagation and is extremely resistant to attacks, even in the presence of multiple malicious
nodes. Second, we evaluate the effect of the parameters τ
and α on the behavior of MembersOnly.

5.1 Evaluation Setup
For comparison, we use two propagation approaches: CopyMyGroups, where nodes transmit a list of every group they
are members of to every contact they meet, and CopyEverything, where nodes transmit all group membership information they know to every contact they meet. For both of
these protocols, the consolidation component is to simply
take the newest version of any membership information as
truth. While groups remain static throughout these simula-
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Figure 2: (a) Group Completion, (b) Addition Attack, (c) Deletion Attack
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Figure 3: (a) Group Completion, (b) Addition Attack, (c) Deletion Attack
tions, we specifically evaluate the convergence time, giving
insight into how dynamic groups would perform.
Average group completion percentage captures the speed
and pervasiveness of group membership list propagation by
tracking the completion percentage of a group over all nodes
and all groups. Note that all nodes have access to an oracle with all correct group membership lists strictly for the
purpose of metric computation. This metric will increase as
soon as any node becomes aware of any subset of members
for any group. The higher the metric’s value is, the faster
the system is at propagating group information. Both the
normal propagation speed and the deletion attack effectiveness are measured using this metric. It is appropriate for the
deletion attack, since the goal of the attackers is to delete as
many members from every local membership list as possible,
hindering propagation.
For the addition attack, the average percentage of corrupt
groups captures how corrupt local membership lists are. A
conservative approach is taken to say that a node’s view
of a group membership list is corrupt if that node (falsely)
believes at least one attacker is actually a member of the
group. It is the attackers’ goal to corrupt as many groups as
possible, driving the metric up. Hence, the lower the metric’s value is, the better the system is at protecting against
the addition attack.
All metrics are evaluated over time. Each of the evaluated systems eventually converges to either 0 or 1 for all
metrics, and therefore it is most interesting to see how the
curves progress over time, and how they look relative to one
another. The exact time values are not as important as the
characteristics of the curves, since these values change with
properties of the network such as movement speed, transmission range, number of nodes, etc. Essentially, even though
attackers may lose out in the end, there can be periods of
vulnerability where attackers can make gains.
All simulations use the ONE [5] simulator and the random
waypoint model, with nodes moving between 3 and 7 meters
per second. There are a total of 250 nodes divided into 5
non-overlapping groups of either 50 nodes (if there are no

attackers), 47 nodes (if there are 15 attackers), or 45 nodes
(if there are 25 attackers). The transmission range of each
node is 250m and the world size is 3.5 km x 3.5 km. All
data points are the average of 10 runs with 95% confidence
intervals surrounding them. There are data points every
50 simulation seconds; however, many markers have been
omitted for clarity. For all simulations, γ = 0.75.

5.2 Comparative Evaluation
To understand the impact of the propagation algorithm,
MembersOnly is compared to both CopyMyGroups and CopyEverything by looking at membership list propagation speed
as well as the effectiveness of the addition and deletion attacks. The number of malicious nodes, if any, in the simulations are denoted by parentheses next to the system name.
The two numbers next to MembersOnly represent the parameters α and τ . As previously described, α = 7 for
these simulations, which constrains the choice of τ from
around 0.13 to around 0.24, which handles up to 25 attackers. Therefore, we chose τ = 0.2.
Propagation algorithms aim to spread membership lists
throughout the network. As expected, CopyEverything shows
the optimal speed since it epidemically disseminates all information (see Figure 2(a)). Virtually all nodes are correctly
aware of all membership lists in around 250 seconds. In contrast, CopyMyGroups, is relatively slow since it only transmits a list of groups a node is a part of during each contact,
not a membership list of those groups. Therefore, to reach
100%, every node would have to come in contact with every
other node. By the end of the simulation, at 5,000 seconds,
this approach reaches only around 85% completion. MembersOnly, which transmits group membership lists for all
groups a node is a part of, starts off slightly slower than the
other systems since, for security reasons, it waits for sufficient evidence before accepting information. However, after
a sufficient amount of evidence is collected, nodes propagate
the information very quickly.
Once attackers are introduced into the system, it is interesting to consider the average percentage of corrupt groups.

For the addition attack (see Figure 2(b)), the higher the percentage, the more penetration the attackers gain, and hence
the less resistant the system is to the attack. CopyEverything is slightly worse than CopyMyGroups. However, both
are terrible at resisting the addition attack since the attack
nodes persistently claim to be part of every group they know
of. When a node meets enough attack nodes, it is convinced
that at least some of the attack nodes are part of the group.
This node then propagates that false information, convincing other nodes to do the same. This degenerating process
is quite fast for both systems. In contrast, MembersOnly is
more careful and considers the absence of information (i.e.,
a membership list without an attacker on it) as evidence
against that information. Hence, the attackers can gain a
temporary advantage with some nodes. However, in the long
run, the attackers will not be able to overcome the honest
nodes. The period of time where the metric is non-zero is
a vulnerability period where some nodes wrongfully believe
attackers are part of a group. As expected, the duration and
prominence of this period increases as the number of attack
nodes increases. However, even with 25 attackers, MembersOnly keeps the vulnerability period limited, and eventually
the percentage goes to zero.
Finally, in the deletion attack, the attackers try to disrupt
the propagation of group membership lists. With CopyEverything, membership lists quickly propagate and some gains
are made (see Figure 2(c)). However, attackers continuously
promoting membership lists with only themselves eventually
cause a larger and larger number of nodes to believe that
the membership list is actually blank. This results in the
percentage going to zero, indicating the attack was successful. Interestingly, in CopyMyGroups the attack is not only
unsuccessful, but useless since CopyMyGroups is immune
from this attack because only a list of groups is propagated,
never a membership list of those groups. Hence, there is
no way for an attack node to convince another node of any
membership list, let alone a blank one. The result of the attack on MembersOnly is simply a shift in time of the curve.
The attackers are able to convince nodes to delay accepting
membership lists as true for some time. However, eventually
nodes running MembersOnly receive enough evidence from
honest nodes to override the evidence given by attack nodes.
Therefore, attackers simply delay the inevitable.
In summary, although CopyEverything is extremely fast,
it is also extremely susceptible to both addition and deletion
attacks. While CopyMyGroups is immune from deletion attacks, it is very susceptible to addition attacks and also too
slow for practical use. In comparison, MembersOnly is both
resistant to addition and deletion attacks, and can propagate
group membership at a quick speed.

5.3 Parameter Evaluation
The parameters of MembersOnly determine both the propagation speed and resiliency to attack. Particularly, there
is an interesting interplay between α and τ , which was explored in the analysis from Section 4. Recall, that as α decreases, the propagation speed should increase, since nodes
can more quickly reach the threshold γ. However, as the
analysis shows, this also decreases the valid range of τ . If
τ is too low, addition attacks will succeed, and if τ is too
high, deletion attacks will succeed.
When there are no attackers in the network, smaller values
of α result in faster group information propagation due to

the a smaller amount of positive evidence required to reach
γ (see Figure 3(a)). With addition attacks, MembersOnly
successfully defends against the attack for all values of α (see
Figure 3(b)), because τ = 0.2, which is always greater than
the minimum τ value, according to the model. Recall that
lower values of α actually drop the range numerically, while
shrinking it, and hence, lower values of α for the same τ
result in better protection against an addition attack. However, in the event of a deletion attack, the value of τ is
greater than the maximum τ value for α = 3 and α = 5,
according to the analysis. Essentially, MembersOnly cannot
defend against the deletion attack for these two values of α,
while it can for α = 7 (see Figure 3(c)).

6. GROUP-BASED ROUTING
Obtaining quick and accurate group information about a
network opens the door for a wider range and greater efficiency of routing protocols. One immediate result is the ability to efficiently perform anycast routing, which attempts to
deliver a message to at least one member of a particular
group [2]. Anycast routing is useful as a stand-alone routing
technique for many scenarios. For instance, in emergency
response networks, it may be more beneficial for an injured
person to contact any emergency responder rather than a
particular one. It is also useful as a means to improve unicast routing by first anycasting a message to a member of
the destination’s group, and then unicasting it from there.
To understand the impact of the accuracy of group membership on routing protocols, we evaluate a basic single-copy
anycast routing protocol that utilizes group information to
make routing decisions. We show that routing protocol performance is very dependent on the underlying group membership management. MembersOnly can improve routing
performance by close to 8% under certain attack scenarios, in relation to current popular systems. For simplicity,
a single-copy protocol was implemented, where replicas of
messages are not created [15], and hence resource management is less important. This basic protocol acts as a building
block for more advanced anycast routing techniques [10].

6.1 Anycast Routing and Attacks
One prominent building block for routing in DTNs is direct delivery, where a node simply holds a message until it
comes in contact with the destination of that message. This
building block allows for a store-and-carry approach to DTN
routing and can even act as a very basic stand alone protocol. Similarly, a popular building block for anycast routing
is to perform direct delivery to destination groups instead of
destination nodes. This very simple protocol stores and carries all messages that are destined for a group rather than
a node, until it meets a target group member. Since the
message was successfully delivered (at least in the eyes of
the deliverer) to the group, delivery is consider successful.
This group-based anycast routing protocol is reliant on the
underlying group system for quick and accurate group information and so it is interesting to see how malicious nodes
spreading bad group information affect the performance of
the protocol. The malicious nodes attempt to perform multiple black hole attacks, where the goal of each is an aggressive addition attack to get on as many membership lists as
possible. By getting on multiple membership lists, attackers
can intercept and drop messages destined for those groups.

Average Message Delivery Ratio

ond, to improve the attack resistance of MembersOnly even
further, we plan to utilize past information to help detect
and limit malicious behavior in a network. Third, we plan
to investigate more advanced group-based routing, including
unicast, anycast, and multicast.
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6.2 Performance Comparisons
The goal of this evaluation is to see how different group
membership management approaches affect the performance
of anycast routing under attack scenarios. We implemented
the basic anycast routing protocol described above in the
ONE simulator. For group membership management, we
evaluate the performance of the anycast routing protocol using each of the following approaches: MembersOnly, CopyEverything, and CopyMyGroups. Additionally, we implemented an oracle module to provide a baseline that gives
the routing protocol perfect group information at all times.
All simulations were done using the same parameters as
before, except with a total of 150 nodes and groups of size
50 − A/3, where A is the number of attackers. Messages are
sourced from random non-malicious nodes and are destined
for a particular group, ensuring that the group is different
from the group of the message source. Every node sources
a single message at a random time during every 200 second
interval. Each message is 50kB in size, and buffers are large
enough to hold all messages. Message delivery ratio, the
metric used, is the total number of messages successfully
delivered over the total number of messages sourced in the
network. Every data point is the average of 10 runs.
By utilizing MembersOnly, the group-based anycast routing protocol achieves an approximately 8% improvement
over current group approaches during some attack scenarios
(see Figure 4). Furthermore, since the vulnerability window
is relatively small during a low to moderate attack level, malicious nodes had trouble getting on more than a few local
membership lists. Hence, MembersOnly performs close to
optimal much longer than other protocols in this environment. Conversely, in both CopyEverything and CopyMyGroups, many membership lists are quickly compromised
and hence routing performance is significantly hurt.

7.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented MembersOnly, a local and robust group
propagation and consolidation protocol that both quickly
and accurately distributes group membership lists, even in
the presence of multiple malicious nodes. We have shown via
analysis and simulation that MembersOnly can withstand
multiple types of attacks while still delivering membership
lists quickly. Finally, we have shown that even the most
basic group-based routing protocol can gain a performance
advantage when using MembersOnly over existing protocols.
In the future, we plan to extend our research of groups in
DTNs in three directions. First, we plan to investigate automated group creation. By analyzing trends in mobility and
communication patterns, many types of groups, including
social and geographic, can be automatically detected. Sec-
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